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Peridotites, gabbros and basaltic volcanic rocks on the island of Leka, 
Norway in the western Scandinavian Caledonides compose a nearly 
complete ophiolite sequence. I examined samples from the harzburgite to 
dunite transition within the ultramafic tectonites of the Leka Ophiolite 
Complex. This rock sequence probably corresponds to the petrologic 
Moho, which is the true base of the oceanic crust and lies below the seismic 
Moho. I used universal stage techniques to determine the crystallographic 
preferred orientations (CPO) of olivine grains in both dunites from the base 
of the oceanic crust and residual harzburgites in the uppermost upper 
mantle. Olivine CPOs in other ophiolites are inferred to reflect patterns of 
asthenospheric flow at the spreading center and are used to determine the 
sense of shear, the relative orientation of the paleo-spreading center and the 
rate of spreading. The olivine CPOs in dunites and harzburgites from Leka 
do not match those measured in other, less deformed ophiolites like the 
Semail, Troodos, or Bay of Islands massifs. Therefore, I am able only to 
identify tentatively the orientation of the ridge at which these rocks formed. 
I was not able to determine a sense of shear in my samples due to 
inconsistent data. Several factors may account for the inconsistencies 
between the CPO in Leka peridotites and those from other well-known 
ophiolites: deformation of peridotites by shearing and/or folding, a shear 
sense reversal, complicated patterns at transform faults, and insufficiencies 
in the petro fabric methodology. 
INTRODUCTION 
I have been studying an ophiolite from the island of Leka, Norway emplaced in 
Scandinavia during Caledonian deformation. Ophiolites provide a unique opportunity to 
study oceanic lithosphere at the surface rather than beneath kilometers of water. In 
addition, they are one of the few places where mantle rocks are exposed in relation to 
crustal rocks. Ophiolites therefore offer information about processes acting within the 
oceanic mantle. 
The term ophiolite comes from the Greek for "snake stone" and was first used by 
Brongniart in 1813 to describe a serpentine matrix containing various minerals. This 
definition eventually evolved from a particular type of rock to an assemblage of rocks 
when Steinman recognized the association of peridotites, diabase-spilite (pillow lavas) 
and radiolarian cherts known as Steinman's Trinity (Moores 1982). Today an ophiolite 
is defined as a distinctive assemblage of rocks including ultramafic rocks, gabbros, mafic 
sheeted dikes, mafic volcanic rocks (often pillow lavas) and overlying sedimentary rocks 
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Figure 1. Idealized ophiolite stratigraphy. 
From Condie 1997. 
like cherts or limestones (see Figure 
1). There are many ophiolites 
across the world; well-studied 
examples include the Troodos 
Ophiolite in Cyprus, the Semail 
massif in Oman and the Bay of 
Islands Complex in Newfoundland. 
The'ories of ophiolite 
formation have evolved and 
changed since their "discovery" as 
new evidence became available. At the beginning of the century, Bowen (1927) favored 
a crystal settling model in a magma chamber, while Benson (1926) proposed that 
peridotites were plutonic intrusions in mountain belts (Nicolas 1989). After the 
introduction of plate tectonics, ophiolites were reinterpreted as ancient ocean crust formed 
at a spreading ridge (see Figure 2). During subduction, these pieces of oceanic crust 
were emplaced onto land where they are found as ophiolites today. This idea was widely 
accepted by most field geologists, though many marine geologists were slower to accept 
it. Their arguments were three-fold, based on comparisons of ophiolites with modern 
oceanic lithosphere (Moores 1983). First, the mafic unit in ophiolites was thinner than 
the mafic unit in traditional oceanic crust. Second, ophiolites displayed geochemical 
variations that were difficult to reconcile with then-current knowledge of ocean 
processes. Third, olivine phenocrysts, which were cornmon from oceanic lavas, were 
often not seen in ophiolitic lavas, where there were clinopyroxene-plagioclase 
phenocrysts or aphyric textures. Today, ophiolites are widely accepted as pieces of 
oceanic crust. The point at the center of a newer debate is whether ophiolites form at 
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Figure 2. Cross-section of oceanic crust near a spreading 
center showing possible relationships to ophiolites. 
From Condie 1997. 
Peridotites at 
modem oceanic 
spreading centers give 
clues about conditions 
where ophiolites 
formed. Studies show 
that the existence of 
peridotites depends on 
both position relative to 
the spreading ridge and 
the rate of spreading. 
Most peridotites are found at the ends of ridge segments near fracture zones rather than at 
intra-segment sites (Tisseau & Tonnerre 1995). Moreover, slow spreading ridges have 
more outcrops of peridotites (Tisseau & Tonnerre 1995). This includes ridges like the 
Mid-Atlantic, the South-West Indian, and the Atlantic-Arctic. The East Pacific Rise is a 
fast spreading ridge and as such, few peridotites have been observed, and those present 
are not found at intra-segment sites (Tisseau & Tonnerre 1995). Continuing studies of 
modern oceanic peridotites can only add to our growing body of knowledge about 
ophiolites. 
THE SCANDINAVIAN CALEDONIDES 
The Caledonide-Appalachian orogenic belt formed when the Iapetus ocean closed 
and the supercontinent Pangea assembled, probably beginning in the early Ordovician and 
ending by the late Silurian (Piper 1985b). On a large scale, the orogenic belt consists of the 
northern linear component, the Scandinavia Caledonides, and the two southern 
components, the Scottish-Irish-Appalachian and the North German-Polish Caledonides 
(Ziegler 1985b). Aside from these main sections, there are others called the Ligerian-
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Figure 3. Map showing relationship between Paleozoic orogenic belts including 
the Scandinavian Caledonide belt. From Zeigler 1985a. 
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Arverno-Vosgian-Moldanubian Cordillera, the Central Armorican-Saxothurigan, and the 
East Sudetic basins (see Figure 3). 
Stratigraphy 
The Scandinavian Caledonides hug the western coast of Scandinavia, stretching 
over 1800 km north to south and reaching 300 km across Norway and parts of Sweden. 
The large scale stratigraphy can be explained using two different classification systems. 
In the first scheme, often used by European geologists, rocks are divided into 
allochthonous and autochthonous units (e.g. Roberts & Gee 1985). Allochthons are 
overthrust blocks of rock that have moved a great distance from where they originated 
whereas autochthons are blocks of rock essentially in their place of origin. These groups 
are further subdivided into the Parauthochthon, and the Lower, Middle, Upper, and 
Uppermost Allochthon. 
The second scheme, perhaps more familiar to American geologists, divides the 
rocks into an external zone and an internal zone (Hossack & Cooper 1986)(see Figure 4) . 
The external zone, once on the fringes of the mountain belt, is composed of 
autochthonous basement rocks and cover sediments in addition to allochthonous thrust 
sheets called the Baltic Cover-, Crystalline- and Oceanic-Sheets. The internal zone, once 
the center of the qlountain chain, refers to the Exotic Nappe Complex located along the 
Northern Norwegian coast. There are two reasons that I prefer this classification system 
to the autochthonous/allochthonous classification system. First, it relates the structures 
of the Scandinavian Caledonides to the geometry of features found in the Appalachians, 
using thrust sheet and nappe definitions outlined by Boyer & Elliot (1982). Second, it 
links the thrust sheets to their origin and not to their relative height in the statigraphy. 
Regardless of which system is used, the western portion of the Caledonides is 
composed of allochthonous thrust sheets whereas the eastern portion has mainly 
autochthonous basement rocks and cover sediments (Hossack & Cooper 1986). There is 
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Figure 4. Map of geologic terranes in the Scandinavian 
Caledonides. From Hossack & Cooper 1986. 
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a sole thrust separating the folded and imbricated allochthon from the thin autochthonous 
sediments (Roberts & Gee 1985). 
The autochthonous unit is composed of Precambrian crystalline basement with 
granites, gniesses, porphyries and migmatites (Gorbatschev 1985). Deposited on top of 
these are Lower Cambrian sandstones and grey or black shales. The shales are 
continuous over many tens of kilometers but show little evidence of deformation (Roberts 
& Gee 1985). 
The autochthonous external thrust sheets were transported along a decollement 
surface located on that veneer of shales on top of the basement rocks (Roberts & Gee 
1985). A stretching lineation, trending NW, occurs in rocks in the external thrust sheets 
and parallels the probable direction of Caledonian thrusting (Hossack & Cooper 1986). 
All thrusts are imbricated and climb up-section in the direction of movement (Hossack & 
Cooper 1986). The Baltic Cover Thrust Sheet is farthest inland and is composed of 
sediments from the Baltic craton. The Crystalline Thrust Sheet is composed of 
Precambrian metamorphosed basement rocks with high grade gneisses and schists that 
also came from Baltica (Hossack & Cooper 1986). The Oceanic Thrust Sheet is 
stratigraphically highest of the three allochthonous thrust sheets and made of Lower 
Paleozoic sediments and volcanics with some ophiolite fragments (Hossack & Cooper 
1986). These are often metamorphosed from greenschist to granulite and even ecologite 
facies (Roberts & Gee 1985). The process of metamorphism occurred in two stages: the 
first stage because of crustal stacking in the early Caledonian, and the second due to 
regional metamorphic overprinting in the late Caledonian (Bucher-Nurrninen 1991). 
The Exotic Nappe Complex on the Norwegian coast is the highest stratigraphic unit 
of all and makes up the internal zone of the Scandinavian Caledonides. This does not 
have simple thrust sheet geometry but rather has folded isoclinal folds separated by slide 
zones and therefore true fold nappe geometry (Hossack & Cooper 1986). This complex 
has NE longitudinal stretching directions parallel to the orogen's strike (Hossack & 
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Cooper 1986). Its sediments were derived from either a microcontinent within the 
Iapetus Ocean or from Laurentian rocks (Gale & Roberts 1974 as cited in Hossack & 
Cooper 1986). The unit contains mostly migmatitic gneisses with secondary schists, 
psamrnites, conglomerates, dolomite and calcite marbles generally metamorphosed to 
greenschist facies (Stephens et al. 1985). It was thought to be Lower Paleozoic in age, 
but redated as Precambrian by Hossack & Cooper (1986) based on Rb/Sr whole rock 
isochron ages. 
Structure 
The Scandinavian Caledonides are deeply eroded giving geologists a mid-crustal 
view on deformation within a large orogenic belt. This is a deeper view than what is seen 
on the opposite side of the orogen in the Appalachians. In general, the wedge-shaped 
thrust sheets thin westward (Roberts & Gee 1995) and show geometry similar to what is 
described by Boyer & Elliot (1982) in the Appalachians. Basement rocks have thrusts in 
the east changing to ductile strains westward and metamorphic grade increases westward 
(Roberts & Gee 1985). Th~ stratigraphy of the entire area is deformed by folds trending 
approximately parallel to the mountain chain (Roberts & Gee 1985). In the east, folds are 
upright and gentle; in the west, folds become tighter as well as locally overturned and 
isoclinal along the Norwegian west coast districts (Roberts & Gee 1985). 
In any orogenic belt there must be shortening to balance out the tectonic movements 
of the plates. Using a balanced cross-section, Hossack & Cooper (1986) show the 
orogen with an original length of 900 km and minimum of 400 km of shortening. Thrust 






The formation of the Caledonide belt is considered a classic example of the Wilson 
Cycle beginning with the breakup of a proto-Pangean supercontinent in the Early 
Cambrian. Rifting drove Laurentia and Baltica apart and opened the Iapetus ocean basin 
(Piper 1985a). In the Late Cambrian to Early Ordovician, plate movements shifted 
directions and the Iapetus plate began to be subducted from two sides. There are 
different models for the subsequent collision of Laurentia and Baltica. One model has the 
two subduction zones dipping opposite each other underneath both Baltica and Laurentia 
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:,;;: Sediments 
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Figure 5. Collision model for Scandinavian 
Caledonides. From Hossack & Cooper 1986. 
(Phillips et al. 1976 as cited in Ziegler 
1985b). Another model, proposed by 
Hossack & Cooper (1986), has two 
westward dipping subduction zones 
(see Figure 5). The difference 
between models is, of course, the 
direction of subduction under Baltica. 
The Hossack & Cooper model is 
based on balanced cross sections 
. which conform with a west-dipping 
and not an east-dipping subduction 
zone. This also explained the origin 
and emplacement of the Oceanic 
Thrust Sheet onto Baltica. There may have been a third subduction zone, plunging to the 
north, between the Iapetus plate and the Proto-Tethys plate south of it (Ziegler 1985b). 
The relative plate motions between these three plates changed during the course of 
the collisions. In the Ordovician, there was E-W convergence of Baltica and Laurentia 
and N-S convergence with the Proto-Tethys plate (Ziegler 1985b). By the Silurian, N:-S 





slowed and the Scandinavian Caledonide belt had formed along the E-W suture. 
Hossack & Cooper (1986) believe the plate collision along the Caldonide belt was 
oblique. This could have caused shear along the suture and/or thrust-sheet translation in 
a direction not perpendicular to the strike of the orogen. The Exotic Nappe Complex may 
have been assembled in this type of ductile shear zone during an early phase of cratonic 
collision (Hossack & Cooper 1986). 
The collision in Scandinavia may have occurred in three distinct pulses called the 
Finnmarkian (Late Cambrian-Early Ordovician), the Scandian (Mid-Late Silurian), and 
the Svalbardian (Late Devonian) (Sturt et al. 1985). This is interesting because the 
Appalachians are also believed to have three episodes of collision and deformation. The 
dates of deformation suggest a rough correlation between the Taconic (Ordovician) and 
the Finnmarkian as well as the Acadian (Silurian) with the Scandian. The Alleghanian 
(Carboniferous and Permian) is probably not contemporaneous with the Svalbardian 
deformation which occurred earlier and only in the northern parts of the Scandinavian 
Caledonides. The slight delay in Appalachian collision events could be explained by 
differences in timing of collision along the large orogenic belt (Wojtal, personal 
communication). There are others who believe the collision was continuous but due to 
imperfections in the geologic record, deformation history is incomplete (e.g. Hossack & 
Cooper 1986). 
Ophiolites in the Scandinavian Caledonides 
Many ophiolite fragments are found along the Scandinavian-Caledonide belt and are 
part of the Oceanic Thrust Sheets (see Figure 6). The metamorphic grade of the ophiolites 
varies from greenschist to high amphibolite facies (Roberts & Gee 1985). They were 
divided first into two groups (Sturt et al. 1984) and then into three groups (Pedersen et al. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of ophiolite fragments in Scandinavia. From Fumes et at. 1985. 
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SolundlStavfjorden, St(Zlren and Leka ophiolites. These ophiolites are associated with 
early stages of subduction in the region and therefore with the Finnmarkian Orogeny 
(Sturt 1984). Similarly, ophiolites were accreted onto the Laurentian margin during the 
Taconic orogeny (Pedersen et al. 1988). In fact, Scandinavian ophiolites may have been 
accreted onto the Laurentian side of the Iapetus instead of the Baltic side (Pedersen et al. 
1988). Group II ophiolites have less well developed pseudo-stratigraphy and are middle 
Ordovician in age (Fumes et al. 1985). Subsequent UlPb zircon dates by Pedersen et al. 
(1988) subdivided Group I ophiolites into two groups. They have shown that Karm(Zly, 
Gulfjellet and Leka indeed are the oldest in the Scandinavian Caldedonides with ages of 
493 +7/-4, 489±3, and 497±2 Ma respectively whereas the Solund/Stavfjorden ophiolite 
is 443±3 Ma, placing it in the late Ordovician rather than in the early Ordovician. This 
means it was obducted just prior to or during the Scandian episode of continent-continent 
collision instead of during the Finnmarkian (Pedersen et al. 1988). 
The spreading ridge where these ophiolite fragments formed was either a mid-ocean 
ridge or an island-arclback-arc spreading center. In general, few ophiolites have mid-
ocean ridge basalt (MORB) affinity (Nicolas 1989), though this has been found in some 
Scandinavian ophiolites (e.g. Prestvik 1980, Pedersen et al. 1988). New geochemical 
work on metabasalts suggests that the oldest ophiolites in Scandinavia are all related to a 
single arc-related intra-oceanic basin (Pedersen et al. 1988). The geometry and age of 
these ophiolites further supports this claim when they are compared to modem island-
arclback-arc settings. The oldest ophiolites range in age by about 10 million years, which 
is less than the amount of time needed to form modem arcs. Also, the ophiolites span a 
distance along the orogen's strike which is comparable to the axial lengths of some 
modem island arcs (Pedersen et al. 1988). Thus, the evidence to date points to an island-
arclback-arc setting for the formation of these ophiolites. 
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THE LEKA OPHIOLITE COMPLEX 
The island rocks of Leka in Nord-Trpndelag make up a nearly complete, though 
relatively small (90 km2), ophiolite sequence known as the Leka Ophiolite Complex, or 
LOC (see Figure 7) (e.g. Prestvik 1972, Fumes et al. 1988, Pedersen 1986). The LOC 
includes tectonized harzburgites, ultramafic and mafic cumulates, gabbros, sheeted dikes 
and pillow lavas on Leka and on surrounding islets and was dated at 497± 2 Ma using 
UlPb isotope ratios from zircon crystals (Dunning and Pedersen 1987). Of all the 
Scandinavian ophiolite complexes, the LOC has the most complete ultramafic unit with 
over 2 km of ultramafic tectonites (Fumes et al. 1985). 
Stratigraphy 
The ultramafic unit of the LOC includes harzburgites and minor dunites that are 
interpreted as the depleted upper mantle (Fumes et al. 1988). Orthopyroxene veins 
define imperfect foliation bands in the harzburgites (Fumes et al. 1988). This texture is 
thought to reflect high temperature ductile flow in the mantle below an active spreading 
ridge (Nicolas et al. 1973, Nicolas & Prinzhofer 1983). Moving upsection, these 
orthopyroxene bands swing into parallelism with the layering in the dunite (Fumes et al. 
1988). The harzburgites of Leka are heavily serpentinized, whereas the dunites often 
have 50% of their original magmatic minerals intact (Pedersen, in press). No plagioclase 
is found in rocks from the northern part of the island, though it is found in the southern 
part where gabbros are interlayed with ultramafic rocks (Pedersen, in press). 
The ultramafic rocks are divided into a layered and a non-layered sequence. The 
layered rocks are ultramafic cumulates whereas the non-layered rocks are peridotites with 
tectonite fabric (Prestvik 1980). In this case, layering refers to patterns in mineralogy 
and not in the fabric of these rocks. There are three scales of layering in the ultramafic 
cumulates: small-scale (dm), medium-scale (10 m) and large-scale (l00 m) (Pedersen, in 
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Figure 7. Geologic map of the Leka Ophiolite Complex. Approximate location of the traverse 
across the petrologic Moho is shown in red. From Fumes et al. 1988. 
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of olivine, chromite, clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene. Medium-scale or macrorhythmic 
units consist of successions of dunite, wehrlitellherzolite and websterite which repeat 
regularly throughout the stratigraphy. These layers are also laterally continuous for 
several kilometers. Large-scale layering refers to zones of dunite interlayered with 
subzones of peridotite and pyroxenite. 
Gabbros make up the mafic unit of the ophiolite complex and can be seen along the 
eastern part of the island. These are overlain by an unconformable group of 
metasediments, the Skei group, which are metamorphosed to greenschist facies (Fumes 
et al. 1979). The island of Hortavrer, northwest of Leka, also has these metasediments. 
Here, they were dated as 47 1±5 Ma by whole rock Rb/Sr methods (Gustavson & 
Prestvik 1979 as cited in Fumes et al. 1988). 
The Stor¢ya group, located on an islet north of Leka, has pillow lavas and 
metasediments with black shale, ribbon chert, and volcaniclastic shale/schist. These 
rocks have been metamorphosed to lower greenschist facies and hydrothermally altered 
(Tveit et al. 1993). This probably represents the top of the ophiolite sequence though the 
contacts are somewhat uncertain with the main body of the LOC (Tveit et al. 1993). The 
magmas which formed the pillow lavas vary from mid-ocean ridge basalt to within-plate 
volcanism types derived from an enriched source of trace elements (Prestvik 1980). In 
order to explain these geochemical variations, it is likely that the Stor¢ya volcanics 
formed in a marginal basin (Tveit et al. 1993). This is consistent with the theory of an 
island-arclback-arc margin setting for the formation of the LOC. 
Regional metamorphism of the LOC reaches at least greenschist facies. This can be 
seen in sedimentary rocks which contain muscovite (sericite), biotite, albite, almandine 
garnet and sometimes choloritoid, which shows that metamorphism was in the quartz-
alibite-epidote-almandine subfacies of the greenschist facies (Prestvik 1972). There is 
also some evidence of relict amphibolite facies in the gabbroic rocks due to coexisting 





Today, the relationships between the mainland rocks and the LOC are not 
constrained because there are no visible stratigraphic contacts between the two (Fumes et 
al. 1988). The LOC is split into discrete sections trending NE-SW known as the 
Steinstind, Skraa and Skei blocks. The boundaries between these blocks have been 
mapped as shear zones and since they do not continue into the Skei Group, they 
presumably predate these sediments (Fumes et al. 1988). 
Several tight folds can be seen in the ultramafic units in both aerial photos and in the 
field. The hinge lines of these plunge steeply, at least 60° or more. There is a larger 
anti formal syncline within the Skraa and Steinstind blocks (see the cross-section in 
Figure 6). Way-up criteria on both limbs point towards the center of the syncline and 
meet at a sharp contact in the middle (Pedersen, in press) . It is not clear if this sharp 
contact is a fault, a shear zone, or a kink fold between nOlmally conformable units in the 
vertical pseudo-stratigraphy of the ophiolite. We took foliation measurements across the 
syncline; a 1t-diagram (plot of poles to foliation) indicates that the fold hinge plunges 
moderately to the NE. 
Based on preliminary work, I believe this contact could be a fault. From air 
photos, it is visible as a linear feature trending NE-SW that ignores changes in 
topography which implies it is a nearly vertical feature . This fault and other large faults 
roughly parallel to the contact do not offset or distort the stratigraphy in any predictable 
way, making it difficult to determine the extent of the strike-slip or dip-slip components. 
Smaller, vertical faults on both sides of the main fault offset contacts in a sinistral sense 
and are truncated by or abut against the main fault (Pedersen, in press). These secondary 
faults probably formed to accommodate movement along the main fault. The overall 
pattern of a major vertical fault with subsidiary small, strike-slip faults on either side 





system (Dickinson 1996). If this were true, the major parallel faults should show dextral 
slip, and may divide a larger dextral shear zone into sliding blocks (see Figure 8). 
s hea r zone/ 
boundary 
Figure 8. A diagrammatic representation of 
transrotational faults and subparallel strands of the 
San Andreas fault system. This 'may be analogous 
to the type of faulting seen in the syncline on Leka. 
From Dickinson 1996. 
Magmatic evolution 
The plutonic rocks in 
many Norwegian ophiolites 
are believed to have 
crystallized from multiple 
magma chambers within a 
spreading environment 
(Pedersen 1986). The 
Stor0ya basalts of the LOC 
have hawaii tic magmas that 
are typical of ocean island · 
magmas (Prestvik 1985) with 
minor island arc tholeiites, 
boninites and MOR basalts 
(Prestvik 1980). 
The large variation in types of magmas may be explained by dynamic melting; 
however, magma chamber processes are probably more important in creating the 
variation (Tveit et al. 1993) and there are two models which try to account for the 
differences in composition. Prestvik (1985) suggests the LOC is an anomalous segment 
of ocean crust based on the Stor0ya basaltic variations. The REE plots of pillow lavas 
show affinities to both interplate and ridge origins. This type of variation has been 
documented in pillow basalts from modem ridge segments (e.g. Sigvaldason 1974 as 
cited in Prestvik 1985). A different model, proposed by Pedersen et al. (1988) uses 
suprasubduction zone magmatism to explain the variation and is based on trace element 
geochemistry of metabasalts (Pearce et al. 1984 in Pedersen et al. 1988). In an island-
17 
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arc/back-arc environment, the oceanic magmas are influenced by the subduction zone and 
will show island-arc-type basalts. As the oceanic crust moves away from the trench, the 
subduction zone has less influence on the magmas, which switch to being mid-ocean 
ridge type basalts. This switch in magma types could produce the variation that is noted 
on Leka~ 
Field samples 
I studied the ultramafic rocks at the geochemical transition known as the petrologic 
Moho, which occurs within the ultramafic unit between the layered cumulates and the 
non-layered tectoni zed harzburgites. This is different than the seismic Moho, which is 
defined by changes in the velocity of seismic waves, and occurs petrologically between 
the mafic cumulate gabbros and the ultramafic rocks (Nicolas & Prinzhofer 1983). See 
Figure 1 for a comparison of the petrologic- and the seismic Moho in ophiolite 
stratigraphy. When sampling, it is better to take tectonized rocks near the Moho as 
opposed to harzburgites deeper in the tectonized unit. This is because the foliation plane 
in deeper samples can have a greater dip, and will therefore not accurately reflect the 
asthenospheric flow (Nicolas 1989). 
The eight rock samples I studied in detail were collected from a 50 m traverse 
across the petrologic Moho, traveling down from dunites with tectonite fabric to 
harzburgites and sampling 
Sample Rock Type foliation distance from Moho 
approximately every 8 m (strike, dip) (in feet) 
L98-61 A dunite 028,79 NW 88 
(see Figure 9). It was L98-61 B dunite 027, 80 NW 73 
relatively easy to 
L98-61 C dunite 029,77 NW 43 
L98-61D transition 026, 85 NW 9 
distinguish between these L98-61 E transition 024, 81 NW -9 
L98-61 F harzburgite 016, 80 NW -31 
rocks in the field. Dunites L98-61 G harzburgite 012, 85 NW -46 
L98-61 H harzburgite 018, 78 NW -61 
weather smoothly, Figure 9. Information about ultramafic samples from 
harzburgites have a mottled Leka. 
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surface and transition zone rocks display an intermediate texture. This may be related to 
orthopyroxene's resistance to weathering which gives the harzburgites a bumpy surface 
and does not affect the orthopyroxene-poor dunites. 
MINERALOGY 
Peridotite rocks include harzburgites, dunites, wehrlites, and Iherzolites and are 
differentiated by their mineralogies. A harzburgite is defined as having between 40-90% 
olivine, with mostly orthopyroxene as the remainder of the rock. A dunite is a rock with 
more than 90% olivine. Wehrlites and Iherzolites contain varying amounts of 
orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene but these rocks are relatively scarce on Leka. 
I used a linear integrating stage mounted on a petrographic microscope to determine 
the degree of serpentinization as well as the amount of other minerals remaining in each 
of the eight samples. I used the Spektor chord method described by Underwood (1970) 
and measured chord lengths in two orthogonal directions in the present geographic 
horizontal plane. Olivine and serpentine are the primary constituents of the serpentinized 
ultramafic rocks today and are discussed in detail below. In addition, there are small 
amounts chromite, magnetite and pyroxene. The chromite is a primary mineral, but is 
never more than 3% of the total volume. Instead of being completely opaque, I saw dark 
brown, translucent chromite grains. In the LOC, chromites are often altered to 
ferrichromite along grain margins, which is probably the phenomenon I saw (Pedersen, 
in press). I found a secondary opaque mineral which is probably magnetite in four of the 
samples. The magnetite made up about 2% of the total volume and is related to the 
serpentinization. Individual grains were small (0.1 mm), and they often clustered in 
clumps or chains. Pyroxene made up 5% of one harzburgite sample and was present in 
other thin sections from harzburgites that I did not analyze. Orthopyroxene is often 
pseudomorphed by bastite in the LOC (Pedersen, in press) and in the field, this alteration 
makes the grains look white instead of dark-colored. 
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Serpentine 
Serpentine is a group of minerals including lizardite, chrysotile and antigorite with 
accessory magnetite, brucite and Mg and Ca-AI silicates (O'Hanley 1996). These 
minerals form by the chemical alteration of peridotite, pyroxene, gabbro, marble and 
siliceous dolomite. When olivine is hydrated, both lizardite and antigorite can form but 
antigorite and chrysotile may also replace lizardite during deformation (O'Hanley 1996). 
In greenschist-facies rocks, like those of the LOC, lizardite and chrysotile are found, 
possibly with coexisting antigorite. In upper greenschist- and amphibolite-facies, 
antigorite is the only serpentine mineral (O'Hanley 1996). 
It is not clear when ophiolites are hydrated and serpentine forms. Early work 
suggested that serpentinization occurred due to deformation in metamorphic belts after 
emplacement of the ophiolite onto land. In this case, antigorite was the high-temperature 
serpentine mineral and lizardite!chrysotile was the low-temperature serpentine mineral · 
(e.g. Wenner & Taylor 197 1 as cited in O'Hanley 1996). More recent work suggests 
that in order to form lizardite and chrysotile, temperatures must be between 85° to 115°C, 
which is hotter than surface water temperatures (O'Hanley 1996). Taking this into 
account, a new theory is that serpentinization occurs on the ocean floor where normal 
faulting allows seawater to penetrate deep enough into the mantle. This situation has 
approximately the right temperatures to induce serpentinization especially at slow 
spreading ridges (MacDonald 1982 as cited in O'Hanley 1996). 
Serpentine made up at least 50% of the rocks of the LOC and ranged as high as 
84%. This is surprising as Pedersen (in press) states that the degree of serpentinization 
generally varies from 10-50%. However, he was examining the layered rocks and not 
the non-layered peridotite tectonites which are perhaps more easily altered. I also found 
that the percent of serpentine was greater in the dunite samples than the harzburgites, 
though olivine relict grains were preserved better in the dunites. 
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Powder X-ray diffraction was used to differentiate between the serpentine minerals 
because it is difficult to distinguish between them in thin-section. I found an interesting 
pattern while analyzing serpentine minerals across the traverse. The dunites and 
transition zone rocks were serpentinized by lizardite and chrysotile, which is normal for 
peridotite massifs (Barnes et al. 1978 as cited in Nicolas 1989). However, antigorite 
was the primary serpentine mineral in the harzburgites, which also had more cross-
cutting serpentine veins. Antigorite could have been the original harzburgite mineral or 
could have replaced lizardite during subsequent deformation. One way to test this is to 
look for overprinting textures in the fabric , which indicate that antigorite replaced lizardite 
(O'Hanley 1996). 
Serpentine minerals can have pseudomorphic textures, where they mimic features 
of the proto lith like undulose extinction and deformation lamellae, or they can have non-
pseudomorphic textures, where original fabric information is lost (O'Hanley 1996). I 
believe the serpentine in the dunites displays a mesh texture, which is a kind of 
pseudomorphic texture (O'Hanley 1996). It resembles a fishing net where serpentine 
forms the net-pattern and olivine grains fill the center spaces. Sometimes, serpentine 
replaced olivine in the center spaces creating an hourglass texture (O'Hanley 1996). The 
serpentine textures in harzburgites looked like radiating bursts and interlocking plates 
called the interpenetrating texture (O'Hanley 1996). In most samples, serpentine 
displayed pseudomorphic textures often mimicking olivine extinction patterns. This 
phenomenon was useful when I determined the crystallographic preferred orientations of 
the olivine grains. 
Olivine 
Olivine is a family of orthosilicate minerals in a solid solution series ranging from 
the ferrous end-member fayalite (Fe2Si04) to the magnesian end-member forsterite 





tetrahedra bound together by ionic bonds created from the interstitial cations, Fe2+ and 
Mg2+. The olivine in the Leka ultramafic rocks is mainly magnesian. Dunites ranged 
from Fo 88-93 and peridotites ranged from Fo 88-92 (Albrektsen et al. 1991). 
Interestingly enough, the weathering colors demonstrate the forsterite content. Very 
yellow rocks had the most magnesium while rocks with less yellow and more red had 





Figure 10. Forsterite crystallographic 
habit with optical directions. From 
Nicolas & Poirier 1976. 
Since olivine has orthorhombic 
symmetry, its three orthogonal 
crystallographic axes, a, b, and c, have 





Because of these different unit lengths, 
light traveling along each of the three 
crystallographic directions will travel at 
different speeds due to different indices of refraction. By convention, the Z direction 
([100)) is taken as the highest index of refraction, Y ([001)) the intermediate index, and 
X ([010)), the lowest index. The optic axis plane is (001) and olivine has two imperfect 
cleavages of (010) and (l00). 
In the serpentinized tectonites of the LOC, I found that relict olivine grains made up 
between 20-40% of the total rock volume. The diameter of these grains was usually no 
greater than 0.1 mm, though it appears original grain sizes ranged from 0.6 mm to greater 
than 1 Iilln. It seems that cracks in the large olivine grains may have served as conduits 
for hydration and therefore became filled and enlarged by serpentine minerals. 
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OLIVINE PETROF ABRIC ANALYSES 
Olivine petrofabric analyses are based on assumptions about the behavior of rocks 
subjected to strain. A rock under strain will begin to deform elastically meaning that if 
the strain is reduced, the rock can return to normal. Eventually, under continued strain, 
the rock cannot maintain its shape and will deform permanently. This permanent 
deformation can be brittle, where the rock breaks, or plastic, where the rock flows . 
The high temperatures associated with spreading ridges lead to ductile deformation. 
This type of deformation, or flow, may cause olivine grains in peridotites to align in 
certain preferred directions reflecting the pattern of flow. This information becomes 
frozen into the rock fabric and ideally, can be used to determine the location and speed of 
the spreading center that created the ophiolite. 
Slip systems 
Deformation is accommodated on a microscopic level through diffusion 
mechanisms, where atoms actually change places, and dislocations, where the crystal 
lattice becomes distorted. In peridotites, olivine is not affected by diffusion mechanisms, 
which are important at higher temperatures (Nicolas 1976). Instead, dislocation slip and 
climb are the main mechanisms permitting deformation. 
A dislocation is a line of atoms which have slipped relative to the rest of the crystal 
structure and can occur within a plane (dislocation glide) or across planes (dislocation 
climb). Dislocations with the smallest energy are the ones most likely to be activated 
under strain. For olivine, slip is expected to occur along the [100] or the [001] direction 
(Nicolas & Poirier 1976). 
A slip system is the term given not only to slip direction but also to the slip plane. 
Predicting the slip system activated by different temperatures, strain rates, pressure and 
water content is not a simple task (e.g. Raleigh 1968; Carter & Ave'Lallemant 1970; 




conditions change. The main system at high temperatures (>1100°C) is the (010)[100]. 
This is the system expected in most upper mantle rocks (Mercier 1985). The slip system 
known as pencil glide, {Okl}[100], is important at moderate temperatures (700-1000°C) 
and at lower temperatures either the (010)[001] or the (110)[001] are favored (Suhr 
1993). Deformation lamellae and kink bands are used to determine the active slip system 
for naturally deformed rocks (Nicolas & Poirier 1976). Deformation lamellae are present 
in low temperature conditions and therefore are less useful for ophiolite olivine slip 
systems. Kink bands represent slip occurring along the kink and these orientations can 
be determined with a universal stage. I did not see many kink bands and could not 
determine the active slip system in my samples. 
Olivine Crystallographic Preferred Orientations 
One main tool used to investigate deformation in the mantle are the crystallographic 
preferred orientations (CPO) of olivine, pyroxenes and gabbros. The CPO shows if the 
crystallographic axes of mineral grains have the same alignment. For olivine, the mineral 
I examined, it is necessary to locate all of the crystallographic axes, thus plots shown will 
have the preferred orientations of the [100], the [010] and the [001] directions. 
One thing to keep in mind when studying the CPO is that it reflects the latest 
deformation of the rock. Thus the crystallographic preferred orientations are useful as 
long as the ophiolite suite has not been deformed since it cooled at the spreading center. 
Any later deformation could disturb the original patterns in the rock fabric. 
Using the CPO to determine the sense of shear and paleoridge information 
Geologists use two models for the type of shear in rocks: pure shear and simple 
shear (see Figure 11). Most natural deformation is probably a combination of these two 






Figure 11. Simple shear and pure shear. 
Light lines indicate the original shape. 
Bold lines show the shape after 
deformation. The simple shear case is an 
example of dextral shear. 
therefore ophiolites, deformation is 
thought to be approximated well be 
simple shear (Nicolas 1989). 
In a simple shear regime, the 
deformation will display either a 
dextral or a sinistral sense of shear. 
The preferred orientations of olivine 
can be used to determine this sense 
of shear. In the crystallographic 
preferred orientation plots, the sense 
of shear is defined as the amount of 
offset between the shear plane, which is the orientation of the active slip system, and the 
foliation plane (Ceuleneer et al. 1988). An example of dextral shearing is shown in 
Figure 12, with accompanying olivine CPO plots. The angle of offset, ex, is usually less 
than 15° (Ceuleneer et al. 1988) and can be used to calculate the shear strain, 'Y, by the 
formula,,(= 2cotan2ex (Nicolas 1989). 
One goal of this analysis is to determine the axial ridge orientation. Normally, 
sheeted dikes are used to determine the position of the ridge but when they are not present, 
the [100] axes of olivine can be used. This analysis assumes that the crystallographic 
preferred orientations of olivine are related to the flow plane. This method is based on the 
velocity anisotropy of olivine crystals which have a maximum compressional wave velocity 
in the [100] direction and minimum along the [010] direction (Verma 1960 as cited in 
Casey et al. 1983). The preferred orientations of olivine have been used to explain 
observed seismic anisotropy in the oceanic upper mantle in the Pacific basin. This theory 
predicts that olivine [100] directions will align in the flow direction (Nicolas & Poirier 
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Figure 12. Example of kinematic analysis in a peridotite. (a) Theoretical 
sketches showing progressive deformation by simple dextral shear with the 
shear plane: E-W perpendicular to the figure plane. The stereo grams show . 
the preferred orientations of olivine and orthopyroxene. The shear plane 
(dashed) represents the orientation of the slip system. The offset between the 
shear plane and the foliation (solid line--small dots=trace of lineation) is 
defined as the sense of shear. (b) Illustration of dextral shear in a natural 
peridotite. Lower hemisphere equal area projection for 100 grains of olivine 
and pyroxene. Contours at 1,2,4,8%. From Nicolas 1989. 
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1976) and this has been verified experimentally by studies of olivine deformation at high 
strain rates (Zhang & Karato 1995). Thus, assuming flow is normal to the ridge, the 
[100] axes should be perpendicular to the ridge axis. Sometimes, the dominant sense of 
shear reverses in the ultramafic unit. This can occur about 500 m below the seismic 
paleo-Moho because of very strong shear strain and has be documented in some sections 
of the Oman ophiolite (Ceuleneer et al. 1988) as well as in the Table Mountain Massif in 
the Bay of Islands Complex (Suhr 1991 as cited in Suhr 1993). 
Another way to verify 
the ridge orientation is to use 
the dip of the flow plane, seen 
by the dip of the foliation. 
The flow plane should dip 
away from the ridge showing 
which flank of the spreading 
ridge the ophiolite came from 
(Nicolas 1989). The degree 
of dip is believed to be related 
to the speed of spreading 
(Nicolas 1989). Shallow 
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Figure 13. Profiles of the 11000 C isotherm for different 
spreading rates. This isotherm was chosen to represent 
the lihtosphere-asthenosphere boundary. The dip of 
. mantle foliation in ophiolites will be related to these 
isotherms and can therfore give some indication of 
spreading rate. From Nicolas 1989. 
faster spreading ridges and vice versa (see Figure 13). 
However, there are some who believe that the ~rystallographic preferred 
orientations of olivine are related not to the flow plane, but to the strain rates (e.g. 
Takashita et al. 1990, Wenk et al. 1991 as cited in Zhang & Karato 1995). Indeed, 
experimental evidence suggests that preferred orientations of olivine will vary depending 
on the strain rate (Zhang & Karato 1995). This situation is further complicated 





create a gap for mantle magma to fill, or 
active, where upwelling magma forces the 
oceanic lithosphere apart. The sense of 
shear is opposite for the two rifting 
models as are the orientations of the finite 
strain ellipse (see Figure 14). Using the 
asymmetry of the CPO (Nicolas 1989) that 
i~ described above may only be valid with 
large strain rates (Zhang & Karato 1995). 
Otherwise, seismic anisotropy models 
may be more accurate in determining the 
sense of shear. 
Methods 
We collected eight cored samples 
along a 50 m traverse on the western limb 
of the large antiformal syncline. This 
crosses the transition from harzburgite to 
dunite known as the petrologic Moho. We 
a Passive mantle rifting 
., .. , ................. 
3. / / / 
b Active mantle rifting 
3. " 
Figure 14. Model of rifting and 
corresponding flow patterns in the 
asthenosphere with olivine preferred 
orientations in a vertical plane. Hatched 
regions indicate the lithosphere. 
Asthenosphere flow patterns shown by thin 
arrows. The evolution of the strain ellipsoid is 
. shown as the asthenospheric materials move 
away from the rift. The sense of shear is 
opposite for the two models. Three different 
models are used to predict olivine [100] axis 
preferred orientatio~s . (1) is the flow plane 
model which I would like to use. (2) is based 
on strain control and (3) on stress control. 
The CPO depends on the mode of riftin (either 
strain- or stress-control but not in the flow 
plane. From Zhang & Karato 1993. 
measured the foliation in harzburgites by using orthopyroxene veins (Fumes et al. 1988). 
Measuring the foliation for the dunites was problematic, but we used elongated chromite 
grains throughout the matrix. The strike of the foliation ranged 15° from 029 in the 
dunites to 012 in the harzburgites. This may demonstrate the harzburgite foliation 
swinging into parallelism with the dunite foliation, which is described in the LOC by 
Fumes et al. (1988). The foliation plane in all samples dipped steeply to the NW. We 
made lineation measurements using chromite grains and looked for elongation patterns on . 
vertical faces of the outcrop along strike with the foliation. (This is because these vertical 
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faces roughly represent the regional foliation due to the steep dip). We found the mean 
plunge of a poorly defined lineation in the sample area to be 11 N. This is an 
approximate lineation, because it was difficult to fmd convincing evidence of lineation 
even on outcrops with the right orientation. 
Several thin sections were made from each core, all of them oriented in the 
geographic horizontal plane. The thin sections are therefore roughly perpendicular to the 
foliation and parallel to the lineation which is the orientation recommended by 
Christensen (1984) and Ceuleneer et al. (1988). The thin sections were mounted 
between two hemispheres on a four-axis universal stage with proper indices of refraction 
for olivine. I oriented approximately 100 grains per section but in many case used two 
thin sections from the same field sample to get these 100 measurements because of the 
heavy serpentinization. Other workers (e.g. Christensen 1984) photograph the thin 
sections beforehand in order to choose which olivine grains to measure. However, I 
could not find (,l method with powerful enough resolution to distinguish individual olivine 
grains, again due to the serpentinization. Instead, I made decisions about grain 
boundaries while looking at the sections under the microscope. This situation was not 
ideal but I based my decisions on extinction angles between grains and used the 
birefringence colors as additional support. For each grain, I located the X (a [010]) and 
Z (b [100]) directions with the universal stage microscope and then calculated the normal 
to the XZ plane to determine the Y (c [001]) direction. 
The data are displayed in two different sets of lower hemisphere equal area 
projections. The first has the foliation plane as the vertical E-W line and allowed for 
comparisons between the Leka samples and those from Oman and Bay of Islands. The 
second method shows samples rotated back to the inferred paleohorizontal position using 
the petrologic Moho as an original horizontal feature. All plots were contoured by the 
computer program Stereonet (Allmendinger 1989) using the Kamb contouring method. 
Though many workers use one-percent area nets in their petrofabric analyses (e.g. Turner 
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& Weiss 1963, Nicolas & Poirier 1976, Suhr 1993), the advantage of Kamb contours is 
that they reflect real statistical significance by ignoring outliers (Christensen 1984). For 
these plots, the contours have an interval of three sigma and the significance level for 
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Figure 15. Lower hemisphere equal area projections for olivine crystallographic 
axes. The trace of the foliation plane is the E-W line; the trace of the lineation is 
the E-W points. Stereonet (Allmendinger 1989) Kamb contours for all figures with 









Figure 15 continued. Lower hemisphere equal area projections for olivine 
crystallographic axes. Kamb contours as before. Sample E is from the 








Figure 16. Lower hemisphere equal area projections for olivine crystallographic 
axes. The samples are rotated back to their inferred paleo-horizonatal position 
using the foliation of the petrologic Moho, the contact between the dunites and 
harzburgites, as an original horizontal feature. Same contours as Figure 9. 








Figure 16 continued. Lower hemisphere equal area projections for olivine 
crystallographic axes. Kamb contours as before. Sample E is from the transition 
zone. Samples F, G, and Hare harzburgites. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The olivine preferred orientations from the LOC do not resemble CPO patterns seen 
in Oman and the Bay of Islands. I expected the olivine orientations to be similar to those 
shown in Figure 12, which indicate a sense of shear and have the [100] directions 
perpendicular to the paleoridge axis. Clearly, there is no comparably consistent sense of 
shear in the samples from the LaC. My data may, however, accurately reflect flow 
patterns in the mantle that are not as regular as one might believe. Though flow 
perpendicular to the ridge is the normal situation, there are other flow patterns possible. 
In Oman, Ceuleneer et al. (1988) have documented vertical flow (up), flow parallel to 
the ridge, and flow striking normal to the ridge and strongly dipping in addition to flow 
normal to the ridge. These flow patterns would all give different offsets between the 
crystallographic preferred orientations and the foliation plane, perhaps leading to a 
different sense of shear as well as a different orientation for the spreading ridge. 
My samples show an internal pattern where the [001] axes remain fixed and the 
[100] and [010] axes appear to rotate about the [001] direction. This rotational 
phenomenon may be related to different kinds of flow beneath the spreading ridge where 
the LaC formed. A flow pattern different from the typical flow pattern could be 
consistent with the tight to isoclinal folding seen in the Lac. Since these folds show no 
evidence for intra-layer slip, they are not what is expected for folding related to 
metamorphism in an orogenic belt, even though the LaC experienced both the 
Finnmarkian and Scandian episodes of collision (Fumes et al. 1988). Instead, folding 
might be related to the higher temperatures and ductile deformation in the mantle. Thus, 
the folds may be indicative of unexpected mantle flow patterns for spreading ridges, and 
these unexpected mantle flow patterns could cause the olivine crystallographic axes to 
rotate. There are several different explanations of mantle mechanisms that could account 
for the rotation apparent in my data: shearing, folding, shear sense reversal and 
complicated patterns associated with transform faults. 
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The first explanation, which could produce the rotational pattern of olivine axes, is 
a small shear zone within the mantle (seePigure 17). In this diagram, the [100] axes 
show the flow direction as expected but the flow is not always parallel to the Moho 
through the section. The 
only crystallographic 
direction which can remain 
constant is the one oriented 
parallel to the:. ridge, the 
[001] direction. I am not 
sure whether these types of 
shear zones near spreading 
ridges are common but they 
are a plausible way to allow 
the 900 variation in plunge 
of the flow direction. If 
this flow did occur, the 
LOC crystallographic 
preferred orientations from 
Figure 17. Hypothetical mantle shear zone which could 
produce the CPO patterns in the LOC. a,b, and care 
kinematic directioris of movement and not 
crystallographic axes. (a) is the transport direction 
which corresponds to olivine [100] axes in the flow 
plane. (b) is the rotation axis, corresponding with 
olivine [001]. (c) is the axis perpendicular to flattening, 
corresponding with olivine [010]. The a and c axes are 
rotated about the b axis inside the shear zone. 
Figure 16 indicate a generally NW -SE trend for the spreading ridge. However, at this 
time, it is not possible to determine on which flank of the spreading ridge the ophiolite 
was created. 
The second explanation is based on folding in the mantle, which has been noted in 
the ultramafic unit of some ophiolites, and recognized because chromite and dunite 
concentrate in fold hinges (see tectonized ultramafic unit of Figure 1) (Moores 1982). 
This model might even produce folding akin to what is shown in Figure 17, and thus 
account for the rotations seen in the data. However, other ophiolites have chromite 




1967 as cited in Moores 1982). The LOC seems to demonstrate the latter situation, 
where the concentrated chromite deposits are related to the influx of primitive magma into 
the magma chamber and not to deformation induced folding (Pedersen et al. 1992). Thus 
this folding model may not be consistent with magmatic information from the ultramafic 
unit on Leka. 
The third mechanism might be a shear sense reversal. However, I could find no 
diagrams of reversals nor any mention of the thickness of the areas affected by shear 
sense reversals. It seems unlikely that the 3600 swing around the foliation plane in Figure 
15 would qualify as a shear sense reversal, but if it did, the dominant shearing direction 
is dextral with a reversal to sinistral shearing in the middle. In this case, the ridge would 
trend roughly N-S. 
Finally, if the LOC were formed near a transform fault, the flow patterns could be 
highly complicated in the vicinity of the transform and locally disturbed by the faulting. 
Transform faults associated with spreading ridges can have high topographic relief on 
either side allowing upwelling of the mantle. In addition, peridotites can be uplifted and 
exposed along the walls of the transform fault (e.g. Bonatti & Crane 1984). Unusual 
transform and spreading ridge interactions are common in slow spreading ridges whereas 
fast ridges and transforms are more well-behaved, typically with orthogonal geometry 
(Bonatti & Crane 1984). Since the early Scandinavian ophiolites are believed to form in 
an island-arclback-arc environment, slower spreading rates are expected. Therefore, if 
there were transforms associated with the spreading ridge where the LOC was created, 
there could be strange flow patterns. In fact, a transform fault might possibly cause 
folding and/or shearing in the mantle as described above. 
All of these explanations assume that mantle flow patterns are not as simple as 
predicted and reveal possible inadequacies in petrofabric methods. Though many studies 
of the Oman ophiolite seem to support these traditional petro fabric analyses, Casey et al. 
(1983) encountered problems in the Bay of Islands Complex relating flow direction and 
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orientation of the paleoridge. They saw inconsistencies in preferred orientation 
measurements from within a single unit and also between massifs. Moreover, in some 
places the ridge orientation could be determined by other rock units but the CPOs for 
these areas showed a different orientation for the ridge. They also point out that seismic 
anisotropy, which is linked to the CPO, is less well-documented at slow spreading 
ridges. Finally, in all these studies, it is assumed that the asthenosphere is fixed relative 
to the plate motions above which is not necessarily the case. 
Petrofabric methods may not be applicable to all ophiolites, especially because 
ophiolites can be formed at different types of spreading ridges. The Oman ophiolite was 
formed at a fast spreading mid-ocean ridge (Nicolas et al. 1988) which is probably not 
the case for most ophiolites including the LaC (Tisseau & Tonnerre 1995). This has 
implications for the flow patterns and especially for the foliation and olivine preferred 
orientations in the peridotites. In Oman, the foliation is flat-lying and parallel to the 
Moho, except where there are active diapirs (Nicolas 1989). The foliation planes also 
have shallow dip and there is little evidence of transform faults (Nicolas 1989). On the 
other hand, the LaC is thought to form at an inter-arclback-arc setting where spreading 
rates are much slower (Tisseau & Tonnerre 1995). In these settings, transform faults can 
complicate the idealized vision of flow normal to the ridge and could therefore affect the 
olivine crystallographic preferred orientations. For ophiolites form slower spreading 
ridges, it may be necessary to utilize seismic anisotropy techniques, if anisotropy is 
detectable, instead of olivine petrofabric analyses (Zhang & Karato 1995). 
Despite the problems with petrofabric methods as well as differences between the 
CPO patterns and paleospreading center of Leka ophiolite compared to other well-studied 
ophiolites, I believe that a preliminary orientation for the spreading ridge is approximately 
N -S or NW -SE based on the consistency of the [00 1] axes and the models proposed 
thusfar. 
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